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Turning a Newtonian analogy for FLRW cosmology into a relativistic problem
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1Department of Physics and Astronomy, Bishop’s University,
2600 College Street, Sherbrooke, Que´bec, Canada J1M 1Z7
A Newtonian uniform ball expanding in empty space constitutes a common heuristic analogy for
FLRW cosmology. We discuss possible implementations of the corresponding general-relativistic
problem and a variety of new cosmological analogies arising from them. We highlight essential
ingredients of the Newtonian analogy, including that the quasilocal energy is always “Newtonian”
in the sense that the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor does not contribute to it. A symmetry of
the Einstein-Friedmann equations produces another one in the original Newtonian system.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Newtonian analogy is often used to introduce
Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmol-
ogy to beginners and provide physical intuition (e.g., [1–
4]—see [5] for a different version). The analogy is based
on a ball of uniform density expanding in empty space
and on conservation of energy for a test particle on the
surface of this ball. The Newtonian energy conservation
equation is formally analogous to the Friedmann equa-
tion of relativistic cosmology for a universe filled with a
perfect fluid with zero pressure (a dust). Of course, this
analogy is not realistic and the proper description of the
universe requires general relativity (GR). Moreover, the
analogy has limitations because the Newtonian ball can
only produce the analogue of a dust-filled universe, while
FLRW cosmology includes a much richer variety of mat-
ter content (radiation, dark energy, scalar fields, etc.).
Most presentations in the literature and unpublished lec-
ture notes available on the internet do caution that this
is only an analogy. A posteriori, it is interesting to re-
visit this analogy from the GR point of view. Does the
corresponding GR problem still lead to an analogy with
FLRW cosmology? Does a relativistic isolated ball still
expand like a FLRW universe? Like a dust-dominated
universe, or are there other possibilities? A similar situ-
ation involves the black hole concept, first introduced by
Michell and Laplace in a naive Newtonian context [6, 7],
and then rediscovered in the Schwarzschild solution of
the Einstein equations.
Here we revisit the Newtonian analogy by considering
an expanding (or contracting) isolated ball of uniform
density in empty space in GR, and two possible ways to
extend the Newtonian analogy. The first, and easy, way
consists of cheating the difficulties and looking at the
radial motion of a test particle just outside the surface
of the ball, i.e., using the radial timelike geodesic equa-
tion in the vacuum, spherical geometry (which is neces-
sarily Schwarzschild). The radial timelike geodesic equa-
tion is still formally analogous to the Friedmann equation
for a dust-filled universe. For completeness, we consider
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also radial null geodesics, for which the analogous Fried-
mann equation provides the empty Milne universe. This
“easy” way to derive an analogy has significant limita-
tions, which are discussed below. However, it can be
generalized to many static and spherically symmetric ge-
ometries, producing a host of new cosmological analogies.
The second, and proper, way to address the problem
consists of looking for exact solutions of the Einstein
equation that are spherically symmetric, time-dependent,
and asymptotically flat and are sourced by a ball of per-
fect fluid with uniform density and pressure, expanding
or contracting in vacuo. Due to the Birkhoff theorem,
the solution outside the ball is the Schwarzschild geom-
etry while the interior solution, to be determined, must
be matched to it on the surface of the ball by imposing
the Darmois-Israel junction conditions [8–10]. The inte-
rior of the ball will necessarily be described by a FLRW
solution (hence this system would be useless to introduce
FLRW cosmology, but this is no longer the motivation).
The solution of this GR problem can be obtained as a
special case of exact solutions of the Einstein equations
describing spherical objects embedded in FLRW spaces
or external fluids. A well-known one corresponds to the
Oppenheimer-Snyder solution for dust collapse [11], in
which the ball interior is positively curved FLRW. This is,
however, only one possibility and one would like to con-
sider expanding spheres, possibly with a range of equa-
tions of state. The situation resembles that of an expand-
ing fireball or spherical explosion, and there are already
in the literature analytical solutions of the Einstein equa-
tions that can be used to solve our problem.
Assuming the FLRW line element
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
(
dr2
1−Kr2 + r
2dΩ2(2)
)
(1.1)
in comoving coordinates (t, r, ϑ, ϕ), where the constant
K is the curvature index and dΩ2(2) = dϑ
2 + sin2 ϑ dϕ2
is the line element on the unit 2-sphere, the Einstein-
Friedmann equations for a universe sourced by a perfect
fluid with stress-energy tensor Tab = (P + ρ)uaub+Pgab
(where ρ is the energy density, P is the pressure, and uc
2is the 4-velocity of comoving observers) are1
H2 ≡
(
a˙
a
)2
=
8π
3
ρ− K
a2
, (1.2)
a¨
a
= −4π
3
(ρ+ 3P ) , (1.3)
ρ˙+ 3H (P + ρ) = 0 , (1.4)
where an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to
the comoving time t and H ≡ a˙/a is the Hubble function.
Only two of these three equations are independent.
We proceed as follows: the next section recalls the
Newtonian analogy; Sec. III points out the analogy be-
tween radial timelike/null geodesics of Schwarzschild and
the Friedmann equation and generalizes it to many spher-
ical static geometries. Sec IV discusses the proper GR
problem, highlighting essential features of the Newtonian
analog, while Sec. V discusses the Newtonian character
of the quasilocal mass used. Sec. VI uses a little known
symmetry of the Einstein-Friedmann equations to gener-
ate (only for zero energy/spatially flat universes), a new
symmetry of the Newtonian ball, while Sec. VII contains
the conclusions.
II. NEWTONIAN ANALOGY FOR FLRW
UNIVERSES
Consider, in Newtonian physics,2 a uniform expanding
sphere with radius R(t), homogeneous density ρ(t), and
total mass M = 4πR3 ρ/3, and a test particle of mass
m on its surface. The total mechanical energy of this
particle is
E =
1
2
mR˙2 − GMm
R
(2.1)
and is constant. Re-arranging this energy integral, we
write
R˙2
R2
=
8π
3
ρ+
2E
mR2
. (2.2)
By introducing the quantities
H ≡ R˙
R
, K ≡ − 2E
mc2
, (2.3)
where c is the speed of light, Eq. (2.2) becomes
H2 =
8π
3
ρ− Kc
2
R2
. (2.4)
1 We follow the notation of Ref. [12] and use units in which the
speed of light and Newton’s constant G are unity.
2 We restore Newton’s constant G and the speed of light c in this
section.
This equation is analogous to the Friedmann equation
of relativistic cosmology for a universe filled by non-
relativistic matter.
If E > 0, which corresponds to K < 0 and to v >
vescape, where
vescape =
√
2GM
R
(2.5)
is the escape velocity from the surface of the ball, then
the particle will escape to R = +∞ with residual velocity
R˙∞ given by the limit
0 < E =
1
2
mR˙2 − GMm
R
→ 1
2
mR˙2∞ . (2.6)
If E = 0, corresponding to K = 0 and to v = vescape,
the particle barely escapes to infinity with zero velocity
R˙, according to
0 =
1
2
mR˙2 − GMm
R
→ 1
2
mR˙2∞ = 0 . (2.7)
If instead E < 0, corresponding to K > 0 and to
v < vescape, the particle reaches a maximum radius and
then falls back reversing its velocity. In this case, one
cannot take the limit R→ +∞. The maximum radius is
attained when R˙ = 0 just before the particle reverses its
velocity:
E = −GMm
Rmax
, (2.8)
which yields
Rmax =
GMm
|E| . (2.9)
Analytical solutions of the energy integral (2.3) in
parametric form are well known. Define the new time
variable η by
dη =
√
2 |E|
m
dt
R(t)
; (2.10)
then the solutions are
R =
GMm
2 |E| (1− cos η) , (2.11)
± (t− t0)
√
2 |E|
m
=
GMm
2 |E| (η − sin η) (2.12)
if E < 0, or
R(t) ∝ (t− t0)2/3 (2.13)
if E = 0 (in this case one can eliminate the parameter),
or
R =
GMm
2 |E| (cosh η − 1) , (2.14)
± (t− t0)
√
2E
m
=
GMm
2E
(sinh η − η) , (2.15)
3if E > 0.
Because the energy E is conserved, it is not possible
for a closed universe to become an open (i.e., expand-
ing forever) one and vice-versa, or for a closed or open
universe to become flat and vice-versa.
In this Newtonian analogy for the universe, the solu-
tion for E < 0 corresponds to an open universe that ex-
pands forever, the case E > 0 to a universe that reaches
a maximum size and recollapses, and the E = 0 case
to a critically open universe. This is only an analogy:
in relativistic cosmology the meaning of the variables is
different and there is no centre of expansion for the uni-
verse. Nevertheless, this analogy recurs frequently in the
literature and is even used as a toy model for quantum
cosmology [13, 14].
III. TEST PARTICLE STARTING ABOVE THE
BALL SURFACE
Now let us promote the Newtonian problem to a
general-relativistic one. We must derive a new, relativis-
tic equation for the motion of the surface of a uniform ball
of fluid, which is a non-trivial task best postponed to the
next section. Here we consider a simpler alternative: in
the Newtonian analogy, things proceed unchanged if the
test particle is just above the surface of the ball instead of
being located on it, and it shoots radially away from this
surface. Things are unchanged as long as the expanding
ball does not overtake the particle, or the falling parti-
cle returning from a failed escape hits the ball (whether
this happens depends on how the uniform ball expands,
which in turn depends on the nature of the fluid in it,
the equation of motion it satisfies, and the initial veloci-
ties of test particle and ball surface). That this does not
happen is certainly not warranted a priori and will be
discussed in the following sections. For now, let us pro-
ceed by assuming that test particle and ball do not meet,
at least for a certain period of time.
In GR, nobody forbids to consider a particle outside
the ball, that starts out radially close to it, as long as
the surface of the ball does not overtake the particle.
For a contracting ball this does not happen at least until
the particle reaches its maximimum height and comes
back (if it does). If it comes back, it would have to fall
radially faster than the ball contracts, which is possible
if the matter in the ball has pressure and the fluid does
not follow geodesics. Or, a falling particle could hit an
expanding ball. It is also possible that the surface of the
expanding ball moves outward faster than the massive
test particle, overtaking it. This will, again, happen if the
fluid has pressure, or if its initial velocity is higher than
that of the particle, etc. Separating the test particle from
the surface of the ball opens up these new possibilities.
Assuming, for the moment, that the test particle
and the ball surface do not collide, our massive test
particle moves along a radial timelike geodesic of the
Schwarzschild geometry
ds2 = −
(
1− 2m
r¯
)
dt2 +
dr¯2
1− 2mr¯
+ r¯2dΩ2(2) . (3.1)
The equation of radial geodesics is [12]
˙¯r2 +
(
1− 2m
r¯
)(
L2
r¯2
+ κ
)
= E2 (3.2)
for r¯ > 2m, where an overdot now denotes differentiation
with respect to the proper time τ or the affine parame-
ter along the geodesic, and E and L are the conserved
energy and angular momentum per unit mass of the par-
ticle, which are (apart from the sign) contractions of the
particle 4-velocity ua with the timelike and rotational
Killing vector fields, respectively. In Eq. (3.2), κ = 1 for
timelike geodesics and κ = 0 for null geodesics.
A. Massive test particle
In the timelike case, the radial geodesic equation can
be written as (
˙¯r
r¯
)2
=
E2 − 1
r¯2
+
2m
r¯3
. (3.3)
This equation is analogous to the Friedmann equa-
tion (1.2) for a FLRW universe where K = 1−E2 plays
the role of the curvature index, ρ = ρ0/a
3 corresponds
to a radiation fluid with equation of state P = ρ/3, and
ρ0 =
3m
4pi . Therefore, there is a straightforward analogy
between the motion of a test particle in the field of the
ball and the Friedmann equation, as in the Newtonian
situation. All three possible signs of the curvature K
of the analogous FLRW universe are possible, but only
an analogous universe containing a dust fluid can be ob-
tained.
B. Massless test particle
We now turn to radial null geodesics, a possibility that
does not exist in Newtonian physics. In this case, the ball
surface will never overtake, or reach, a photon starting
radially above it, which always escapes to r¯ = +∞. The
photon trajectory satisfies
˙¯r2 = E2 , (3.4)
where the overdot now denotes differentiation with re-
spect to an affine parameter along the null geodesic. The
cosmological analogue of this trajectory is
H2 = −K
a2
(3.5)
with K < 0. This is the Milne universe, i.e., empty
Minkowski space in accelerated coordinates, sliced using
4a hyperbolic foliation (e.g., [4]). The scale factor solving
the Friedmann equation is now linear, a(t) = t, and all
components of the Riemann tensor vanish. Writing the
line element in hyperspherical coordinates as
ds2 = −dt2 + t2
(
dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ2(2)
)
, (3.6)
the coordinate transformation τ = t coshχ , r = t sinhχ
then brings the FLRW line element into the Minkowski
form ds2 = −dτ2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2(2).
C. Generalization to any static spherical geometry
As a digression, we note that the cosmological analogy
for timelike and null geodesics can often be generalized
to static and spherically symmetric geometries. For such
spacetimes, the line element can always be written in the
Abreu-Nielsen-Visser gauge [15, 16] as
ds2 = −e−2Φ(R)
(
1− 2M(R)
R
)
dt2+
dR2
1− 2M(R)R
+R2dΩ2(2)
(3.7)
where T a ≡ (∂/∂t)a is the timelike Killing vector and
M(R) is the Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass [17, 18] (to
which the Hawking-Hayward quasilocal mass [19, 20] re-
duces in spherical symmetry [21]). Consider radial time-
like geodesics: the energy E of a particle of mass m and
4-momentum pc = muc along such a geodesic is con-
served, pcT
c = −E, which yields
u0 =
dt
dτ
=
E¯ e2Φ
1− 2MR
, (3.8)
where E¯ = E/m is the energy per unit mass. The nor-
malization ucu
c = −1 gives
g00
(
dt
dτ
)2
+ g11
(
dR
dτ
)2
= −1 ; (3.9)
substituting Eq. (3.8) to obtain (dR/dτ)
2
and dividing
the result by R2, one obtains
(
1
R
dR
dτ
)2
=
E¯2 e2Φ
R2
− 1
R2
+
2M(R)
R3
. (3.10)
Many spherical spacetimes of interest in GR and
in alternative theories of gravity satisfy the condition
gttgRR = −1 (or Φ ≡ 0), which is associated to special
algebraic properties [39]; in this case Eq. (3.10) reduces
to (
1
R
dR
dτ
)2
=
(
E¯2 − 1)
R2
+
2M(R)
R3
, (3.11)
which can be analogous to the Friedmann equation (1.2)
for a universe with curvature index K = 1 − E¯2 and
energy density ρ = 34pi
M(a)
a3 . To complete the analogy,
the cosmic fluid must satisfy the covariant conservation
equation (1.4), which yields
P = −ρ− a
3
dρ
da
= −ρ− a
4π
(
M ′
a3
− 3M
a4
)
= − M
′
4πa2
.
(3.12)
This effective equation of state can be written in the time-
dependent form
P = −M
′(a)
4πa2
≡ w(a)ρ . (3.13)
Let us turn now to radial null geodesics. The energy
E of a photon is conserved along each such geodesic,
ucT
c = −E, giving
dt
dλ
=
E e2Φ
1− 2M(R)/R , (3.14)
where λ is an affine parameter. Substitution into the
normalization ucu
c = 0 yields
(
1
R
dR
dλ
)2
=
E2e2Φ(R)
R2
(3.15)
If Φ ≡ 0 this equation is analogous to the Friedmann
equation H2 = −K/a2, where K = −E2 < 0, produc-
ing Minkowski space disguised as the Milne universe. If
Φ 6= 0, there is a chance of a more meaningful analogy.
Examples of cosmic analogies derived from radial time-
like and null geodesics of static spherical geometries are
listed in the Appendix.
IV. EXACT GR SOLUTION FOR AN
EXPANDING RELATIVISTIC BALL
Now let the massive particle sit on the surface of the
ball and be a particle of the fluid composing the ball,
which is always larger than its Schwarzschild radius. For
a general fluid, this particle does not follow a timelike
geodesic. In fact, in the presence of pressure, the 4-
gradient ∇aP moves fluid particles away from geodesics.
Only dust (P = 0) is geodesic in the absence of external
forces.
Since we cannot ignore the matter at radii below the
initial particle radius R(0), we must now find, and solve,
the equation of motion for the boundary of the relativistic
ball.
A static ball with uniform density is described by the
well known Schwarzschild interior solution [22], but it
is of no use here. We want instead a ball of uniform
density that expands/contracts while remaining uniform.
The metric must be asymptotically flat (we assume zero
cosmological constant). Due to Birkhoff’s theorem, an
observer outside the matter distribution (or on the ball
surface) sees the Schwarzschild vacuum. What is the
equation of the surface of the ball in this case? Is this
motion geodesic or does the normal to the ball surface
5deviate from a geodesic vector? Moving on to time-
dependent, asymptotically, flat fluid spheres, some exact
solutions were provided early on by Vaidya [23]. They
contain the Schwarzschild interior solution [22] and the
Oppenheimer-Snyder [11] solution as special cases. The
most useful geometries here are probably those of Smoller
and Temple [24], which contain the solution of the Ein-
stein equations describing our situation as a special case
and reproduce results of previous literature, that we
briefly review here.
Mashhoon and Partovi [25] found that the unique so-
lution for the spherically and shear-free motion of an un-
charged perfect fluid obeying an equation of state is the
FLRW one. However, another hypothesis must be added
for the theorem to hold, namely that the energy density is
uniform, ∂ρ/∂r = 0, which is one of our needed assump-
tions [26]. Therefore, the interior of the ball can only
be FLRW. A posteriori, this fact legitimates the use of a
uniform ball in the Newtonian analogy. A non-uniform
ball would lead to a spherically symmetric, but inhomo-
geneous, universe. Contracting balls with pressure were
considered by Thompson andWhitrow [27, 28] and Bondi
[29, 30], mainly to study gravitational collapse to black
holes.
The Newtonian analogy requires also that the parti-
cles composing the ball, as well as the test particle on its
surface, have no pressure and are subject only to gravity:
the fluid composing the ball must be a dust for the inte-
rior geometry to match the exterior Schwarzschild one.
A. A special case of the Smoller-Temple shock
wave solution
Smoller and Temple [24] consider exact solutions of the
Einstein equations representing a spherical shock wave
expanding into a gas, with interior and exterior matching
on a zero thickness shell with no material on it (no jump).
Because of uniformity, ρ = ρ(t), P = P (t), the metric
inside the shock wave must be FLRW (all values of the
curvature index K are possible),
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
(
dr2
1−Kr2 + r
2dΩ2(2)
)
. (4.1)
Outside the shock wave, the geometry is that of a
static and spherical Oppenheimer-Tolman solution (usu-
ally employed to describe the interior of a relativistic
star)
ds¯2 = −B(r¯)dt2 + dr¯
2
1− 2M/r¯ + r¯
2dΩ2(2) (4.2)
in coordinates3 (t, r¯, ϑ, ϕ), where M(r¯) is the mass con-
tained inside the sphere of radius r¯, or
dM
dr¯
= 4πr¯2ρ(r¯) , (4.3)
ρ(r¯) is the energy density at radius r¯, and
B′(r¯)
B(r¯)
= − 2P¯
′(r¯)
ρ¯+ P¯
. (4.4)
P¯ is the outside pressure, and a prime denotes differen-
tiation with respect to this radial coordinate. The mass
M(r¯) coincides with the Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass
[17, 18] at radius r¯, which is defined in any spherically
symmetric spacetime by
1− 2MMSH
R
= ∇cR∇cR =˙gRR , (4.5)
where R is the areal radius and the last equality holds
if the areal radius is employed as the radial coordinate
(which is the case for the line element (4.2)).
The interior and exterior solutions are matched on
the surface of a ball (the shock wave) by imposing the
Darmois-Israel junction conditions [8–10] so that there
is no jump in the first and second fundamental forms
and there is no material layer on the shell. The junction
conditions for an outgoing shock wave give [24]
ra˙ =
√
1−Kr2
√
1−Θ , (4.6)
r˙a =
√
1−Kr2
√
1−Θ
γΘ− 1 , (4.7)
where
Θ =
1− 2M/r
1−Kr2 , (4.8)
γ =
ρ+ P¯
ρ¯+ P¯
. (4.9)
A coordinate transformation between interior and exte-
rior coordinates is found in [24], with the simple result
r¯ = a(t) r , (4.10)
implying that the areas of 2-spheres of symmetry change
smoothly across the shock wave (i.e., the areal radius
R = a(t)r of the FLRW interior matches the areal radius
r¯ of the Schwarzschild exterior) and that the surface of
the ball comoves with its FLRW interior. Now we impose
that the exterior is vacuum, ρ¯ = P¯ = 0, then the spher-
ical and asymptotically flat exterior metric necessarily
reduces to Schwarzschild. This situation is reported as a
3 The comoving coordinate r inside the ball is not the same as the
curvature coordinate r¯ outside.
6special case of the outgoing shock wave in [24]. It requires
that the pressure P vanishes inside the entire ball in or-
der to match the vanishing pressure at the boundary: the
interior FLRW fluid can only be dust.4 In the Newtonian
analogy, one wants a particle on the ball surface subject
only to gravity: a pressure gradient would complicate the
Newtonian description, requiring the specification of an
equation of state, and could make the ball overtake a test
particle placed on it (these complications would ruin the
simplicity of the Newtonian analogy).
The vanishing of the outside pressure P¯ → 0 corre-
sponds to the limit γ →∞ and implies [24]
r = r0 = const. (4.11)
at the surface of the ball. Then the density must scale as
ρ(t) =
3M
4πr30a
3
, (4.12)
consistent with a dust, and the Friedmann equation at
this surface reduces to
a˙2 =
2M
r30a
−K . (4.13)
Apparently unknown to Smoller and Temple, the con-
clusion that only a uniform ball of dust can be matched
to Schwarzschild was reached already by McVittie [31],
Bondi [29], Mansouri [32], Mashhoon and Partovi [25],
and Glass [33]. The surface of the ball expands into the
surrounding Schwarzschild vacuum while comoving with
its interior. Further, since P = 0, the fluid particles fol-
low radial geodesics because of spherical symmetry, and
the unit normal to the comoving ball surface is a timelike
geodesic vector (radial geodesic congruences are normal
to the surface of the ball because, due again to spherical
symmetry, there is no vorticity). The radial geodesics of
the interior geometry join smoothly the radial geodesics
of the Schwarzschild exterior, provided that the ball sur-
face comoves with its interior [24].
All possibilities for the spatial curvature of the FLRW
space inside the ball are studied in [24]: for K > 0 the
well-known Oppenheimer-Snyder solution describing the
collapse of a ball of dust [11] is recovered by consider-
ing an ingoing shock wave (and changing the signs of
the right-hand sides of Eqs. (4.6), (4.7)), with the ball
boundary describing the cycloid
a(η) =
1
2
(1 + cos η) , (4.14)
t(η) =
1
2
√
K
(η + sin η) , (4.15)
where the initial conditions a(0) = 1, a˙(0) = 0 have been
imposed and the curvature index has been normalized to
4 A similar situation is encountered in Swiss-cheese models [61].
K = 2M/r30 [24]. For K < 0, one finds the solution [24]
√
a+ a2− 1
2
ln
[
1 + 2
(
a+
√
a+ a2
)]
=
√
|K| t (4.16)
with the Big Bang initial condition a(0) = 0 while, for
K = 0, the scale factor and the comoving surface follow
the Einstein-de Sitter scaling a(t) =
(
9piM
2
)1/3
t2/3.
The surface of the ball, as well as the scale factor
of its FLRW dust, satisfies the Newtonian energy equa-
tion (2.1). Indeed Bondi [29] remarks the similarity be-
tween the relativistic equation for the ball expansion R(t)
and Eq. (2.1), while Mashhoon and Partovi [25] refer ex-
plicitly to the Newtonian analogy for FLRW universes
(certain errors in [25, 32] were corrected in [26, 33]).
B. Vaidya solutions
If the fluid ball is reduced to a spherical shell and is
required to expand at the speed of light, the well-known
Vaidya solutions [34] apply. The exterior field is still
Schwarzschild and matter can only be a null dust ex-
panding or contracting at the speed of light. In this case,
the solution is one of the more well-known Vaidya solu-
tions [34]. The motion of the shell follows a null geodesic.
Again, this is possible because there is no pressure: the
stress-energy tensor of a null dust is
Tab = ρ kakb , (4.17)
where ka is null and geodesic, kck
c = 0 and kb∇bka = 0.
This Tab is quite different from the massive perfect fluid
stress-energy tensor because the fluid 4-velocity is now
null instead of timelike, but the fact that there is no pres-
sure gradient to force the photons away from geodesic tra-
jectories survives. Because the shell normal moves along
a null geodesic, the analogy of Sec. II with the Milne uni-
verse applies again, hence there is a cosmological analogy
but the analogous universe is the trivial empty one (al-
beit disguised under the Milne mask).
A ball or a spherical shell expanding at the speed of
light will always engulf a massive test particle moving
radially and starting just above the ball. However, a
radial outgoing photon emitted above the ball toward
infinity will not be reached by it (this situation takes us
back to the previous section).
V. RICCI AND WEYL TENSORS AND
QUASILOCAL ENERGY
In GR, gravity is curvature and is described by the
Riemann tensor Rabcd, which splits into a Ricci part con-
structed with Rab and a Weyl part Cabcd [12],
Rabcd = Cabcd + ga[cRd]b − gb[cRd]a −
R
3
ga[cgd]b , (5.1)
7whereR ≡ Rcc is the Ricci scalar. Further, the Weyl ten-
sor is decomposed into an electric and a magnetic part
with respect to a chosen timelike observer. The electric
part Eab has a Newtonian analogue, while the magnetic
part Hab does not [35] and contains the true (propagat-
ing) degrees of freedom of the gravitational field.
Let the timelike vector ua be the 4-velocity of an ob-
server: following the definition of [36] (which differs from
that of [35] in the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor, cor-
recting a sign) the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl
tensor are
Eac(u) = Cabcdu
bud , (5.2)
Hac(u) =
1
2
ηabpqC
pq
ceu
bue , (5.3)
respectively, where ηabcd =
√−g ǫabcd, ǫabcd is the Levi-
Civita symbol and g is the determinant of the metric
tensor gab, so that η
abcd = η[abcd] and η0123 = 1/
√−g.
According to the observer ua, Eab and Hab are purely
spatial and symmetric, trace-free tensors,
Eabu
a = Eabu
b = Habu
a = Habu
b = 0 , (5.4)
Eab = E(ab) , Hab = H(ab) , (5.5)
Eaa = H
a
a = 0 . (5.6)
The Weyl tensor is reconstructed from its electric and
magnetic parts according to [35, 36]
Cabcd = (gabefgcdpq − ηabefηcdpq) ueupEfq − (ηabefgcdpq + gabefηcdpq)ueupHfq (5.7)
with
gabef ≡ gaegbf − gafgbe , (5.8)
giving
Cabcd = uaucEbd − uaudEbc − ubucEad + ubudEac − ηabefηcdpqueupEfq
−ηabefucueHfd + ηabefueudHfc − uaupηcdpqHqb + ubupηcdpqHqa . (5.9)
By construction, in the GR extension of the uniform
Newtonian ball the Riemann tensor is purely Ricci in
the interior and purely Weyl outside. In fact, all FLRW
metrics are conformally flat and the Weyl tensor Cabc
d
is conformally invariant [12], therefore it vanishes in
FLRW leaving only the Ricci part of Rabcd inside the
ball. In the exterior vacuum region the Ricci tensor
Rab = 8π (Tab − gabT/2) is identically zero, leaving only
the Weyl part of Rabcd. Therefore, Ricci and Weyl ten-
sors switch roles when crossing the ball boundary.
At the ball surface, both Ricci and Weyl are discon-
tinuous. Focussing on the respective scalars R ≡ Raa
and CabcdC
abcd, the Ricci scalar R = −ρ + 3P = −ρ
jumps discontinuously to zero at the ball surface, while
the Weyl scalar is identically zero inside and jumps to
the Schwarzschild value CabcdC
abcd = 48m2/r6.
Since our GR problem originates in Newtonian physics,
it is fit to discuss the Newtonian character of the (quasilo-
cal) mass used in the discussion.
The interior mass (4.3) matches the exterior
Schwarzschild mass m at the surface of the ball. For
any K, the massM at areal radius R ≤ R0 in the FLRW
interior is
M (−)(R) =
4πρ
3
R3 (5.10)
and, as noted, it coincides with the Misner-Sharp-
Hernandez quasilocal energy. In the limit R→ a(t)r0 to
the surface of the ball, which is comoving,M (−) becomes
constant, and this is possible only because the energy
density has the dust scaling ρ ∼ 1/a3, which is necessary
to match the constant mass m of the Schwarzschild exte-
rior. More generally, the Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass
of a comoving sphere of radius R in any FLRW space
satisfies [37, 38]
M˙MSH + 3H
P
ρ
MMSH = 0 (5.11)
and the constancy of MMSH goes hand in hand with the
vanishing of the pressure (it is a peculiarity of the Misner-
Sharp-Hernandez mass to depend on ρ but not on P ,
while M˙MSH depends on P but not on ρ).
In principle, a different dependence of the energy den-
sity on the scale factor ρ(a) = ρ0/a
3(w+1), which occurs
for a fluid equation of state P = wρ, w = const., could
be compensated if the ball boundary expands in the non-
comoving way R0(t) ≃ tw+1 to keepM (−) constant. The
Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass of a sphere of radius R0
(not comoving in general) satisfies [37, 38]
M˙MSH + 4πρR
3
0
[
H
(
1 +
P
ρ
)
− R˙0
R0
]
= 0 (5.12)
and MMSH remains constant if R˙0/R0 = (w + 1)H for
8P = wρ with w = const. However, this choice would
make the pressure P discontinuous at the ball boundary,
this surface would no longer follow a timelike geodesic,
and a test particle initially placed on it would immedi-
ately detach from it. This situation is unacceptable be-
cause then radial timelike geodesics inside and outside,
together with the areal radii R and r¯, would not match,
signalling a discontinuity in the geometry. A discontinu-
ity in P is associated with a material layer at the ball
surface, which becomes a membrane with its own pres-
sure foreign to the original Newtonian situation.
As noted, the mass used in the Oppenheimer-Tolman
exterior is the Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass common
in spherical fluid dynamics [17, 18]. The more general
Hawking-Hayward quasilocal energy [19, 20] reduces to
it in spherical symmetry [21] and to the ADM mass if,
further, spacetime is asymptotically flat. Several other
inequivalent quasilocal energy constructions populate the
literature (see [40] for a review). In our case, when
the exterior Oppenheimer-Tolman metric is reduced
to Schwarzschild, the Hawking-Hayward/Misner-Sharp-
Hernandez mass M
(+)
MSH reduces to the Schwarzschild
mass, i.e., the constantm appearing in the Schwarzschild
metric (3.1).
In general, the Hawking-Hayward quasilocal mass
splits into a contribution from the matter stress-energy
tensor Tab and a “pure gravity” contribution from the
Weyl tensor. The latter arises solely from the electric
part of the Weyl tensor, while the magnetic part does
not contribute [41].
Specifically, the Hawking-Hayward mass enclosed by a
2-surface S is defined as follows [19, 20]. In a spacetime
with metric gab, let S be a spacelike, embedded, com-
pact, and orientable 2-surface. hab and R(h) denote the
2-metric and Ricci scalar induced on S by gab. Let µ be
the volume 2-form on S and A the area of S. The congru-
ences of ingoing (−) and outgoing (+) null geodesic em-
anate from S and have expansion scalars θ(±) and shear
tensors σ
(±)
ab . Let ω
a denote the projection onto S of
the commutator of the null normal vectors to S, i.e., the
anoholonomicity [20]. The Hawking-Hayward quasilocal
mass is [19, 20]
MHH ≡ 1
8π
√
A
16π
∫
S
µ
(
R(h) + θ(+)θ(−) −
1
2
σ
(+)
ab σ
ab
(−)
−2ωaωa
)
. (5.13)
By splitting the Riemann tensor into Ricci and Weyl and,
further, the latter into its electric and magnetic parts
with respect to an observer with 4-velocity parallel to
the unit normal to the 2-sphere S, the Hawking mass
splits as [41]
MHH =
√
A
16π
∫
S
µ
(
habTab − 2T
3
)
− 1
8π
√
A
16π
∫
S
µ ηabefηcdpqh
achbdueupEfq , (5.14)
where the “pure gravity” contribution to MHH (the sec-
ond integral in the right-hand side of Eq. (5.14)) comes
only from the electric part Eab of the Weyl tensor, while
the magnetic part Hab does not contribute. In this sense,
the Hawking mass is “Newtonian”.
In the spherical spacetime corresponding to the New-
tonian ball, the 2-surface S is a sphere of radius R or r¯
and Eq. (5.14) reduces to
MMSH(R) =
4πR3
3
ρ θH (R0 −R) +mθH (r¯ − r¯0) ,
(5.15)
where R stands for the areal radius (R = a(t)r inside
and r¯ outside) and θH(x) is the Heaviside step function.
In the interior of the ball, MMSH is given entirely by the
first term on the right-hand side, while the second term
vanishes. In the exterior region, these two terms switch
roles. The matching between interior and exterior makes
the two terms equal on the ball boundary and guarantees
the continuity of MMSH. At all times, this quasilocal en-
ergy remains “Newtonian”.5 Ultimately, the fact that a
Newtonian analogy exists for FLRW cosmology is made
possible by the fact that the corresponding GR manifold
has vanishing magnetic part of the Weyl tensor every-
where according to static observers.
VI. BACK TO NEWTONIAN GRAVITY FROM
FLRW: SYMMETRIES
Symmetries of the Einstein-Friedmann equations have
been explored in detail, mostly with the goal of generat-
ing new exact solutions (e.g., [43–48]). For FLRW uni-
verses fueled by a perfect fluid, in general one can rescale
appropriately time and scale factor or Hubble parame-
ter, while changing to a different barotropic fluid, leav-
ing the Einstein-Friedmann equations unchanged. Here
we are concerned, in particular, with the symmetry found
in Ref. [44] for spatially flat (K = 0) FLRW universes6
ρ→ ρ¯ = ρ¯(ρ) , (6.1)
H → H¯ =
√
ρ¯
ρ
H , (6.2)
P → P¯ = −ρ¯+
√
ρ
ρ¯
(P + ρ)
dρ¯
dρ
(6.3)
(where ρ¯(ρ) is a free but positive and differentiable func-
tion), which leaves the Einstein-Friedmann equations in-
variant. Since the relativistic analogue of the Newtonian
5 A Newtonian character for the Misner-Sharp-Hernandez quasilo-
cal mass is claimed also in Ref. [42] based on the study of the
timelike radial geodesics of Schwarzschild.
6 The fact that this symmetry also relates de Sitter and anti-de
Sitter spaces apparently went unnoticed in the literature.
9ball requires the interior FLRW metric to match the ex-
terior Schwarzschild and, therefore, the pressure P to
vanish everywhere, in order for this transformation to
be a symmetry of the Newtonian analogue, it must be
P = P¯ = 0. In this case Eq. (6.3) becomes, using the
new variable z ≡ 1/√ρ,
dz¯
dz
=
ρ¯−3/2
ρ−3/2
dρ¯
dρ
= 1 (6.4)
and is trivially integrated to z¯(z) = z − z0, or
ρ¯
ρ
=
1
1 + ρρ0 − 2
√
ρ
ρ0
, (6.5)
where ρ0 (or z0) is an integration constant. Therefore,
the particular transformation
ρ→ ρ¯ = ρ
1 + ρρ0 − 2
√
ρ
ρ0
, (6.6)
H → H¯ = H
1 + ρρ0 − 2
√
ρ
ρ0
, (6.7)
preserves the zero-pressure condition and does not change
the physics of the Newtonian ball (Eq. (2.1) with E = 0)
used in the cosmological analogy. Since we have K = 0
and a dust, R(t) = R0t
2/3 and one obtains
ρ¯(t) =
3M
4πR30
1
t2 − 2
√
3M
4piR2
0
ρ0
t+ 3M
4piR3
0
ρ0
, (6.8)
(
R˙
R
)
=
(
R˙
R
)
t2
t2 − 2
√
3M
4piR3
0
ρ0
t+ 3M
4piR2
0
ρ0
. (6.9)
In spite of the fact that uniform balls are often used in
teaching Newtonian physics and in well-known problems
such as gravity tunnels [49–54] and the terrestrial brachis-
tochrone [50, 52, 55] (also discussed in view of futuristic
technological applications [56]), this symmetry seems to
have escaped attention.
Finally, another aspect of the Einstein-Friedmann
equations that has been used extensively in FLRW cos-
mology is the fact that, in the presence of a single
barotropic fluid with a constant equation of state P =
wρ, the Friedmann equation can be reduced to a Riccati
equation by changing comoving into conformal time ([57–
59]). This means that, applying the change of variable
for a dust-dominated FLRW universe to the Newtonian
equation of motion of a test particle, the same reduction
occurs. Indeed, the change
r = s2 , (6.10)
dt = rdη = s2dη , (6.11)
(where the last equation is analogous to the change from
comoving to conformal time dt = adη of FLRW cosmol-
ogy) reduces the Newtonian equation of motion
d2~r
dt2
= −GM
r3
~r (6.12)
to
d2~s
dη2
+
|E|
2
~s = 0 , (6.13)
where E = 12 (d~r/dt)
2 − GMr < 0 is the particle en-
ergy. The change of variables (6.10), (6.11) reduces the
Coulomb force problem to that of two decoupled har-
monic oscillators. This change of variables for the New-
tonian problem has been known since Euler and has been
discussed or rediscovered many times through the years
[60].
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Abandoning the original pedagogical motivation for
the Newtonian analogy to FLRW universes, one turns
it into a rather interesting fully relativistic problem. It is
natural, with a slight deviation from the original theme,
to consider as the first model the radial geodesic tra-
jectories of massive particles starting out just above the
ball surface. This is very easy to do, but it has the
drawback that the ball surface could meet and engulf
the test particle. A formal analogy between the radial
timelike geodesic equation and the Friedmann equation
ensues, and the analogous FLRW universe can only be
dust-dominated.
As a second model, we have considered radial null
geodesics described by outgoing photons starting just
above the ball surface. These will never be engulfed by
the ball and they also give rise to a formal analogy that is
not, however, very interesting because it reproduces only
the empty Milne universe. More general static and spher-
ically symmetric spacetimes generate new cosmological
analogies through their timelike and null radial geodesics:
we have listed several of them in the Appendix.
Finally, the full general relativistic problem of a uni-
form fluid ball expanding (or contracting) in a surround-
ing Schwarzschild vacuum can be considered. This situ-
ation is a special case of more general set-ups in the lit-
erature on fluid spheres expanding in a (possibly cosmo-
logical) fluid. One quickly learns that two assumptions
of the Newtonian analogy, usually not explained in the
introductory literature, are crucial: i) Uniform ball. A
non-uniform ball leads to a spherical inhomogeneous uni-
verse, which is not an analogy for FLRW. ii) Test fluid.
As a consequence of the Darmois-Israel matching condi-
tions, only a dust interior can match the Schwarzschild
exterior. Moreover, a test particle initially placed on the
surface of a ball of fluid other than dust would immedi-
ately detach from it, compromising the analogy. For a
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massive test particle to remain on the surface of the ball,
the fluid in it must be dust.
The pressure must vanish at the surface of the ball
to avoid a matter layer on it, while it is accepted as a
necessary evil that the density is discontinuous there, as
in the Schwarzschild interior solution.
To broaden the scope, one can in principle consider
other physical situations. For example, one can study a
discontinuous pressure associated with a spherical matter
layer enclosing a fluid with P 6= 0. At this point, however,
there is no longer a need for the ball and one can retain
only the spherical shell since, due to the Birkhoff the-
orem, the exterior geometry is still Schwarzschild. Now
the problem bears little resemblance to an expanding uni-
verse mimicked by a uniform ball.
Inhomogeneous universes analogous to non-uniform
balls with ρ = ρ(t, r), P = P (t, r) [61] also do not re-
semble FLRW ones. In principle, one could also con-
sider theories of gravity alternative to GR to evade the
Birkhoff theorem and match an interior ball solution
to an exterior geometry that is not Schwarzschild. All
these options are found wanting because of one crucial
point: the Schwarzschild solution is the unique solution
of the vacuum Einstein equations that is spherically sym-
metric and asymptotically flat. In all the alternatives
mentioned above, instead, there is no unique solution to
the field equations, hence these models are not as com-
pelling. Looking for such alternatives, one goes further
and further away from the simple Newtonian analogy,
creating progressively more complicated and physically
unjustified situations. To conclude, extensions to GR
of the heuristic Newtonian ball problem have reasonably
straightforward solutions and do create new formal analo-
gies with FLRW universes.
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Appendix A: Examples of analogies from radial
geodesics of static spherical geometries
Here we provide examples of cosmic analogies arising
from the radial geodesics of well-known static and spher-
ically symmetric metrics, beginning with situations in
which Φ ≡ 0 and gtt gRR = −1.
1. ReissnerNordstro¨m metric
The first obvious candidate is the Reissner-Nordtro¨m
metric
ds2 = −
(
1− 2m
R
+
Q2
R2
)
dt2+
dR2
1− 2mR + Q
2
R2
+R2dΩ2(2) ,
(A.1)
where the constantsm andQ are the mass and charge pa-
rameters. The Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass isM(R) =
m − Q2/(2R) and the analogous energy density in the
Friedmann equation is
ρ(a) =
3
4π
m
a3
− 3
8π
Q2
a4
. (A.2)
The second term on the right-hand side corresponds to a
radiation fluid with an unphysical negative energy den-
sity, which spoils the analogy. However, when Q = 0
the Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric reduces to Schwarzschild
and the energy density coincides with the first term, a
positive dust density ρ = ρ0/a
3 for a universe with any
possible sign of the curvature index, as seen in Sec. III B.
2. (Anti-)de Sitter space
The (Anti-)de Sitter line element in locally static co-
ordinates is
ds2 = − (1∓H2R2) dt2 + dR2
1∓H2R2) +R
2dΩ2(2) (A.3)
where the upper (resp. lower) sign refers to de Sit-
ter (resp, Anti-de Sitter) space. The Misner-Sharp–
Hernandez mass is M(R) = ±H2R3/2 and the energy
density and pressure of the analogous FLRW universe
are
ρ(a) = ±3H
2
8π
, (A.4)
P = − M
′
4πa2
= ∓3H
2a2
8πa2
= −ρ , (A.5)
that is, the energy density and pressure of a cosmolog-
ical constant Λ = ±3H2. Thus, the timelike geodesics
of (Anti-)de Sitter produce analogous universes with the
same cosmological constant and any value of the curva-
ture index. For K = 0,−1, respectively, this procedure
reproduces the same (Anti-)de Sitter space used as an
analogue generator.
3. Schwarzschild-de Sitter/Kottler geometry
The Schwarzschild-de Sitter/Kottler line element
ds2 = −
(
1− 2m
R
−H2R2
)
dt2 +
dR2
1− 2mR −H2R2
+R2dΩ2(2) (A.6)
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has Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass M = m + H2R3/2,
generating the energy density of the FLRW analogue cos-
mic fluid
ρ(a) =
3m
4πa3
+
3H2
8π
, (A.7)
corresponding to a cosmological constant plus a dust.
This was to be expected since the Schwarzschild black
hole generates a dust-dominated analogous FLRW uni-
verse, while de Sitter space has itself as an analogue.
4. Kiselev solution
The Kiselev line element [62] describes a black hole
embedded in a mixture of fluids with anisotropic pressure
(contrary to appearances, it is not asymptotically FLRW
nor a perfect fluid solution [63]), and it reads
ds2 = −f(R)dt2 + dR
2
f(R)
+R2dΩ2(2) , (A.8)
where
f(R) = 1− 2m
R
−
∑
n
(rn
R
)3wn+1
, (A.9)
where m, rn, and wn are constants and −1 < wn < −1/3
[62]. Here the Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass is
M(R) = m+
R
2
∑
n
(rn
R
)3wn+1
, (A.10)
producing the energy density and pressure of the analo-
gous FLRW universe
ρ = ρdust +
∑
n
3a3wn+1n
8π
1
a3(wn+1)
, (A.11)
P =
∑
n
wnρn , (A.12)
where
ρdust =
ρ0
a3
, (A.13)
ρ0 =
3
4π
, (A.14)
ρn =
3a3wn+1n
8π
. (A.15)
In this analogy, the Kiselev anisotropic fluid becomes a
mixture of (isotropic) perfect quintessence fluids.
5. Barriola-Vilenkin global monopole
The Barriola-Vilenkin global monopole (or “string
hedgehog”) has the geometry [64]
ds2 = −
(
1− 8πη2 − 2m
R
)
dt2+
dr2
1− 8πη2 − 2mR
+R2dΩ2(2)
(A.16)
with constant m, η and the Misner-Sharp-Hernandez
mass is M(R) = m+ 4πη2R, producing the energy den-
sity
ρ(a) =
3m
4πa3
+
3η2
a2
(A.17)
and the analogous Friedmann equation
H2 =
(
E¯2 − 1 + 3η2)
a2
+
ρ0
a3
(A.18)
with
K = 1− E¯2 − 3η2 , (A.19)
ρ0 =
3m
4π
; (A.20)
this is a spatially curved universe (except for special val-
ues of E¯ and η) filled with dust.
6. Bardeen regular black hole
The Bardeen regular black hole [65] quantum-corrects
the Schwarzschild black hole to remoce the central sin-
gularity and it solves the Einstein equations coupled to
nonlinear electrodynamics [66]. The line element
ds2 = −
[
1− 2mR
2
(R2 + α2)3/2
]
dt2+
dR2
1− 2mR2
(R2+α2)3/2
+R2dΩ2(2)
(A.21)
gives the Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass
M(R) =
mR3
(R2 + α2)
3/2
(A.22)
corresponding to the energy density and pressure of the
analogous FLRW universe
ρ(a) =
3m
4π
1
(a2 + a20)
3/2
, (A.23)
P = −
(
4π
3m
)2/3
α2ρ5/3 , (A.24)
satisfying a phantom and nonlinear equation of state.
Let us move now to static spherical geometries in which
Φ 6= 0.
7. Morris-Thorne wormhole
Let us consider the Morris-Thorme wormhole [67] with
line element
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + (b20 + r2) dΩ2(2) (A.25)
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where b0 is a constant and the areal radius is R =√
b20 + r
2. Substituting dr = RdR/r into Eq. (A.25)
gives
ds2 = −dt2 + R
2
R2 − b20
dR2 +R2dΩ2(2) . (A.26)
The Misner-Sharp-Hernandez mass is M(R) = b20/(2R),
e−2Φ = (1− 2m/R)−1, and the energy density of the
FLRW cosmic analogue is
ρ(a) =
3b20
8πa4
. (A.27)
The Friedmann equation satisfied by the analogous
FLRW universe reads
H2 =
(
E2 − 1)
a2
+
b20
(
1− E2)
a4
, (A.28)
which makes sense physically if E2 < 1 and negative
energy densities are avoided; then the analogous universe
is spatially curved and contains a radiation fluid.
Radial null geodesics produce the analogous Fried-
mann equation
H2 =
E2
a2
− b
2
0E
2
a3
(A.29)
with a dust of negative energy density, which is unphys-
ical.
8. Wyman’s “other” solution
Wyman’s “other” solution [68] is a little known scalar
field solution of the Einstein equations, not to be con-
fused with the better known solution (re-)discovered by
Fisher, Bergmann & Leipnik, Janis, Newman & Wini-
cour, Buchdahl, and Wyman [68, 69]. The line element
is
ds2 = −R2dt2 + 2dR2 +R2dΩ2(2) (A.30)
with time-dependent scalar field source φ(t) = φ0t. Here
e−2Φ = R2/ (1− 2M/R), M(R) = R/4, and the analo-
gous Friedmann equation is
H2 =
8πρ0
3a4
− K
a2
(A.31)
where K = −1/2. This analogous universe is positively
curved and filled with radiation.
Radial null geodesics, instead, produce the analogous
Friedmann equation H2 = E2/(2a4) describing a spa-
tially flat, radiation-dominated FLRW universe.
The geometry (A.30) has been generalized by including
a cosmological constant Λ [70] and studied in [71]:
ds2 = −R2dt2 + 2dR
2
1− 2ΛR2/3 +R
2dΩ2(2) . (A.32)
Looking at radial timelike geodesics, the Misner-Sharp-
Hernandez mass is now M(R) = R4 +
ΛR3
6 and the anal-
ogous Friedmann equation becomes
H2 =
E¯2 (1 + Λ/3)− 1/2
a2
+
Λ
3
+
E¯2
2a4
, (A.33)
corresponding to a FLRW universe with curvature index
K = 12 − E¯2 (1 + Λ/3), cosmological constant Λ, and a
radiation fluid with ρ0 = E¯
2/2. The analogy stemming
from radial null geodesics is unchanged.
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